
DiversityDescriptions 
  DiversityDescriptions (Version 3) is part of the database framework Diversity Workbench.
Each DWB module is devoted to a specific data domain. The domain of DiversityDescriptions
covers the knowledge about properties of organisms and of other items which are object of
diversity research. Properties are not limited to morphology, but include physiological,
ecological, behavioral, and even some molecular data, as long as the data can be generalized
to one of the presently supported data types (quantitative values and statistical measures,
categorical data, and free-form text as a fall-back option). 

DiversityDescriptions can be used to describe individual organisms, research items/ objects
(e.g. specimens, observation and measurement events, plots) as well as taxa, syntaxonomic
entities (e.g. species, plant-sociological entities, ecosystems). The descriptors can be
addressed as properties, characters, features, functional traits etc. DiversityDescriptions
keeps only descriptive data. Data of other realms like e.g. taxonomy are handled in separate
modules. For an overview of the available modules see Diversity Workbench.
DiversityDescriptions might also be used as a stand-alone application.    

DiversityDescriptions 3 is based on Microsoft SQL-Server 2008 and the .Net Framework,
Version 3.5. 

For licence and copyright see the licence section. 
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Installation
To run DiversityDescriptions, you need the database and the client. All parts are free and can
be downloaded from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/ and
http://www.diversityworkbench.net/Portal/.

The image below gives an overview of the installations and files needed.

 

Client

The client is based on the .Net framework version 3.5 from Microsoft. If not already present,
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you have to install the framework first. Download and install the Microsoft .NET Framework
(e.g. dotnetfx35.exe  - start the program and follow the installation instructions (see
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/ for the latest versions).

Download the files for DiversityDescriptions from http://www.diversityworkbench.net/Portal/
provided as a zip archive. Copy all files (DiversityDescriptions.exe ,
DiversityDescriptions.chm , DiversityWorkbench.dll  ...) into your DiversityWorkbench
directory. 

After the installation make shure to get the latest updates from 
http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com/.

 

Database

For the installation of a local database see the section Installation of the database.
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Installation of the database
DiversityDescriptions uses Microsoft SQL-Server 2008 as database engine. If you do not have
a database server with DiversityDescriptions already available, you have to install the
database engine first. Download the free version of Microsoft SQL Server Express 2008 (e.g.
SQLEXPRADV_x86_DEU.exe  ) from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/.. Start the
program and follow the instructions for the installation. 

Download the database files DiversityDescriptions_Base.MDF  and
DiversityDescriptions_Base_log.LDF  from http://www.diversityworkbench.net/Portal/
 provided as a zip archive (DiversitDescriptions.zip) and copy them into your database
directory. 

If you plan to use the database on your local computer (SQL Server Express), start the
program DiversityDescriptions.exe and in the main window click on the button or choose
Connection -> Database ... from the menu. A window as shown below will open. Here enter
the server "localhost" and its IP port (5432 in example below) to connect to your local SQL
server and select the database file in your directory. 

 

Server configuration 

To configure your server for remote access, launch the SQL Server Configuration Manager
(see image below). 
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Then click on the "Protocols for SQLEXPRESS" node. Right click on "TCP/IP" in the list of
Protocols and choose "enable" for TCP/IP.

Right click on the TCP/IP node and select, "Properties" to open a window as shown below. 
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In the part IPALL clear out the value for "TCP Dynamic Ports". Give a TCP-Port number to
use when making remote connections, e.g. "4321" as shown above. You have to restart the
SQL Server Express service before you can connect to your database. 

If you use a database on a server, make sure that the firewall of the server allows access via
the port you set for the connections (see below). 
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Start the Microsoft SQL Server Managment Studio and attach the database as shown below.
Choose the node "databases" and right-click on it to open the context menu (see below).
Then choose "attach" from the context menu. A window will open where you can choose the
file DiversityDescriptions_Base.MDF from your database directory and attach it to the
database engine.
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After the installation make shure to get the latest updates from 
http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com/.
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Menu
Overview of the menu in DiversityDescriptions

Connection

   Database ...
Choose one of the databases available on the server. Only
those databases will be listed to which the user has access
permission

   Module connections ...
Edit the connections to the other modules within the Diversity
Workbench.

   Transfer previous settings
Transfer the settings for IP-Address and port of the server,
name of the database, login etc. of a previous version of the
client to the current version.

       Quit Quit the application and stop all processes started by the
application

Edit
       Description Select edit mode description
       Descriptor Select edit mode to descriptor

       Project Select edit mode to project

Query
       Show query Show query window

Data
   Save dataset Save the actual dataset in the database

   Import

         Import SDD ... Import SDD files

         Import DELTA ... Import Delta files

   Export

         Export SDD ... Export data in SDD format

         Export DELTA ... Export data in DELTA format

         Export CSV ... Export data in CSV format

   Backup database ... Create a backup of the database

Administration
  Database administration ...  
         Documentation ... Generate documentation of the information model

Help
  Manual Opens the online manual

  Feedback ... Opens a window for sending feedback

  Feedback history ... Opens a window for browsing former feedback

     Info ... Show the version of the program and corresponding information

   Websites Websites related to DiversityDescriptions

         Download application ... Download DiversityDescriptions from the website of the Diveristy
Workbench project
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         Information model ... 
Inspect the information model on the website of the Diveristy
Workbench project

         SDD homepage ... Visit the TDWG Wiki homepage for SDD...
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Manual

The online manual DiversityDescriptions.chm must be placed in your application folder,
together with the application DiversityDescriptions.exe and the library DiversityWorkbench.dll.
To get information to any topic in the application DiversityDescriptions and open this manual,
just click on the field you need information about and press F1. To open the manual from the
menu, choose Help -> Manual.
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Version
For information about the version of the client application choose Help-> Info...

The current version in the example above is 3.0.0.7.
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Update of database and client
DiversityCollection is still in development. Therefore regular updates for the database and the
client will be provided. When you start the program and connect to a database, the program
will check if it is compatible with the database or if the database needs an update. In any of
these cases an Update entry in the menu will appear. If a new version of the client is
available this menu will contain an Update client ... entry. Click on it to open the webpage
where you can download the cient as shown below. 

If you have administration rights for your database (role = "Administrator" rsp. "db_owner" or
user = "dbo") and the database needs to be updated, the menu will contain an Update
database ... entry. Select this entry to open a window as shown below to run the provided
update scripts, delivered with the client software. These scripts needs to run consecutively,
so e.g. to update from version 3.0.4 to 3.0.7 you have to run the script
DiversityDescriptionsUpdate_030004_to_030005,
DiversityDescriptionsUpdate_03005_to_030006 and
DiversityDescriptionsUpdate_030006_to_030007. The program will guide you through these
steps and check for the scripts. All you have to do is click the Start update button.  
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License
This manual is copyrighted work licensed under a Creative Commons License.

All material in this manual is the property of the contributing authors and fully copyrighted. By
choosing this way of publication, the contributing authors have agreed to license the work
under a Creative Commons License permitting reproduction, distribution, and derivative works,
requiring attribution, notice, and share-alike, and prohibiting commercial use.

 

For information about the license of the client software choose Help, Info...

The client software is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms
of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation. 

The client software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License (GPL) for more details. 
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Feedback
If you have suggestions for improvement, need any changes in the program or encounter an
error you can give a feedback to the administrator. Click on the [ALT] and [PRINT] buttons to
get a screen shot of your current form. After creating the screen shot choose Help -
Feedback from the menu to open the feedback window as shown below.

 

Click on the button to insert the screen shot and give a comment about your

problem. Then click on the button to send your feedback to the administrator. If
you want to receive a message, when the problem you described is solved, please enter you
e-mail address in the field under the descrption. 

To inspect you former feedbacks, choose Feedback history... from the menu. A window
will open, where you can browse your old feedback together with the state of progress. 

In case you do not have access to the central database for the feedbacks, the program will
open your mail client to send an e-mail. In case of bugs in the program it would help if you
attach the file DiversityCollectionError.log located in your application directory (see image
below). 

Error logging
If any error messages show up through working with the application you can find further
details concerning the part of the application where the error occured and the parameters
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involved in the file DiversityDescriptionsError.log located in your application directory. 
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Queries - overview
With the user defined queries, you can define any query condition - this is the default query
mode. 

Depending on the active edit mode you get one of three different query option panels as
shown in the pictures below.
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Result list
The result list displays the descriptions, descriptors or projects found in a query.

The descriptors can for example be shown with their name or their ID (display order) as shown
in the images above. 

You can restrict the maximal number of results together with the query options (click on the

button), for example if you have a slow connection to the database. As a default the
maximal number is set to 100. If the number of datasets according to your query is higher
than the maximal value set in the query options this will be indicated in the header of the list. 

To search for items, enter the restrictions in the fields for the search conditions and click on

the button. The items found in the database will be shown in the result list. To add items

that match differing search conditions click on the button. If the list of items is longer than

your maximal number of returned items you can browse the next items with the button. If
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you want to remove entries from the selected list, choose them in the list and click on the 
button. This will not delete the data from the database, but remove them from your query
result.
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Query
Depending on the activated edit mode you get one of the three query options pannel below.
The options for a fast search are displayed in the main window beneath the list of the items.

You can change this arrangement using the / button to place the query options on the
left side of the item list.

To search for an item enter the restrictions in the fields for the search conditions and click on

the button. The entities found in the database will be shown in the result list. To add

items with differing search conditions click on the button. To clear all entries in the query

fields use the button. If the list of items is longer than your maximal number of returned

items you can browse the next items with the button. To move back to the previous

block of items click on the button. If you want to remove entries from the selected list,

choose them and click on the button. This will not delete the data from the database, but
remove them from your query result. With the resp. buttons you can change the order of
the results between ascending and descending

Within the query options you have several possibilities to specify your search restriction. Use
the drop down button to change between the operator. The available operators are shown in
the table below. 

Operator Meaning Example 
Text 

∼ search for an entry like ... Pinus s[iy]lvestris % (you can use wildcards
) 

= search for an entry exactly equal to ... Pinus silvestris L.
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≠ search for an entry not like ... Pinus s[iy]lvestris % (you can use wildcards
) 

∅ search for an entry where a value is missing ... 
• search for an entry where a value is present ... 
- search for an entry between ... and ... 2000 - 2005 
| search within a list of entries, separated by "|" 2000 | 2003 | 2005 
Numeric 
= search for an entry exactly equal to ... 2006 
< search for an entry lower than ... 2006 
> search for an entry bigger than ... 2006 
- search for an entry between ... and ... 2000 - 2005 
| search within a list of entries, separated by "|" 2000 | 2003 | 2005 
∅ search for an entry where a value is missing ... 
• search for an entry where a value is present ... 
Date 
= search for an entry exactly equal to ... 20.3.2006 
< search for an entry lower than ... 20.3.2006 
> search for an entry bigger than ... 20.3.2006 
∅ search for an entry where the date is missing ... 

• search for an entry where the date is present and complete
... 

Hierachy 
= search for an entry exactly equal to ... M-Fungi 
≠ search for an entry that is not equal to ... M-Fungi 
∅ search for missing entry ... 
• search for present entry ... 
Δ search including childs in a hierarchy ... M-Fungi 
XML 
/ Search for entries containing a given XML node settings 
¬ Search for entries not containing a given XML node settings 
∅ search for missing entry ... 
• search for present entry ... 

For yes/no fields you will get an checkbox with 3 options: = yes, = no, = undefined 
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Query options
The maximal number of items shown in a query result can be set in the window for the query
options. The default value is set to 100. If you have a fast connection to your database or
need to see more or less results, you may change this value to any number you like.
To change the displayed search fields click on the  button. This opens a form where you
can select and deselect the fields shown for searching specimens. You might also change the
maximum number of items that will be shown in the result list. 

The limit for the creation of drop down lists is by default set to 0, that means no dropdown
lists will be created. If you set the limit to e.g. 1000 and connect to a database, the
programm will create drop down list based on the entries in the database to ease the entry in
the query. For slow connections you may set this to lower value to speed up the start of the
program. If you set the value to 0 no drop down lists will be created.

To search for a field within the database, use the search function that will check the names
and descriptions of the fields and mark them as shown below. 
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After having edited the query options click OK to store you selection. The new selection will
become active for the next query. 
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Wildcards in SQL
There are 4 different possibilities for wildcards in SQL:

%     any string consisting of no, one or many characters, e.g. Pinus % will find anything like
Pinus, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus strobus etc. 

*     any string consisting of no, one or many characters, e.g. Pinus * will find anything like
Pinus, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus strobus etc. 

_      a single character, e.g. Pinus s_lvestris will find Pinus sylvestris and Pinus silvestris etc. 

[]      any character out of a given range like [abcde] or [a-e], e.g. Pinus s[iy]lvestris will find
Pinus sylvestris and Pinus silvestris. 

[̂ ]   any character not in a given range like [̂ abcde] or [̂ a-e], e.g. Pinus s[̂ i]lvestris will
find Pinus sylvestris but not Pinus silvestris. 
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Editing the data
The database of DiversityDescriptions consists of three major areas:  

 The descriptive terminology, consisting of descriptors, categorical states, statistical
measures and modifiers. 

 The descriptive data (descriptions) reference elements of the descriptive terminology
and add specific data, e.g. numeric values.

 The project data build the administrative frame for terminology and descriptions. Each
description belongs to exactly one project. By additional entities (descriptor tress) it is
possible to restrict the descriptors, statistical measures and modifier that shall be used
in a certain project.  

Corresponding with that three major sections of the data model, the DiversityDewscriptions
application provide three edit modes. The edit mode is diplayed at the bottom of the main
window (see picture below). After start the edit mode is preselected to "Edit description".
You can switch the edit mode using the menu Edit-> Descriptor or Edit-> Project.
Alternatively you may switch the edit mode by click on the tiny triangle besides the edit mode
display (see item 2 in picture below). 

The main window of the DiversityDescriptions client contains two main areas. At the left you
find the query and the results of this query. In the right part the data of the dataset selected
in the result list is shown. 

 

Basic operations

In each edit mode there are some common functions for storing and reloading data, to create
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a new dataset or delete or copy the actual dataset. On top of the query results (item 1 of
image above) there is button to store the actual dataset, button to delete the actual
dataset and button to create a new dataset. By pressing button  the actual dataset is
reloaded, i.e. changes that have been made will be dropped. Finally, button copies the data
of the actual dataset to a new one. 

Some of those buttons can be found in the tool bar at the right side of the edit window (item
3), too.

Additionally to explicit saving by pressing the button, an automatic saving of the dataset is
done, if an entry in the query result list is selected or a new query is performed. If a dataset
has been modified without saving, a message window will appear and ask if changes shall be
saved for several actions, e.g. change of edit mode, connetion to a database or if the
application is closed. 
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Editing the description
After starting a database query and selecting an entry in the result list the dataset is diplayed
in the edit window. In the header area the dataset name, the associated project and the
default project language are show (see picture below). Below the header area the description
name may be edited in a text box. Changes of the description data, e.g. the name, will be
visible in the header after saving the dataset.

 

Main attributes tab

The main attributes tab provides access to a license URI, a short rights text and a detailled
description text. By pressing the button a browser window can be opened to navigate to a
license text in the web.

The next section "Description scopes" allows specification of description scopes. This sections
consists of the scope table with scope type and value and a edit section to modify a seleted
scope entry or to enter e new scope. The scope types Geographic ares, Reference,
Specimen, Observation and Taxon name allow input of a free-form text or reference to the
corresponding DiversityWorkbench module or a web service. The connection to to a module or
web service is done using the button . After selecting the entry in the referenced database
the text will be taken over and the backround colour of the scope value field changes to 
yellow. A further editing of the text will not be possible (see below). 
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Additionally the edit section now shows the buttons to view the database link and  to
remove the database link. In the latter case editing of the scope value will be possible again.

If a scope entry has been selected in the scope table, it can be modified in the edit section.
If you want to enter a new scope value instead, press the button at the end of the edit
line. The scope entry in the scope table will be deselected and a selection box for the scope
type appears in the edit section (see above). 

Besides the already mentioned scope types that allow input of a free text or reference to a
database entry, the three scope types Sex, Stage and Other scope provide pre-defined
scope values that can be selected from a list (see below). For the administration of these
scope values see chapter "Editing the Project".  If for the current description project no scope
values are defined/assigned, the selection of the corresponding scope type will be ignored. 

Deleting of a scope entry can be done by selecting the entry in the scope table and pressing
the [Delete] button or by deselecting the scope type in the edit section. 

The last section "Project" of the main attributes tab allows selection of the project the
description is assigned to. This adjustment has influence of the available values of scope
types Sex, Stage and Other scope, the available descriptors and recommended
modifier/frequency values and statistical measures of the description. 

 

Descriptor view tab
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The left part of the descriptor view tab shows all descriptors available for the description's
project. The entries in column "!" indicate some additional information about the descriptor:

 Descriptor is referenced in the description (●)
 Descriptor is mandatory, values must be specified (!)
 Descriptor is inapplicable because of other specified descriptors/categorical states (x)
 Descriptor is exclusive, only one categorical states shall be selected (e) 

If resources are linked to a descriptor, a tool tip appears when the mouse cursor is moved
over the ID (see below). By double-clicking the ID a "Media view" window can be opened to
view the resources.

 

The right part of the descriptor view tab shows at the bottom the "Status data" values of the
selected descriptor. It is possible to select several values for each descriptor. 

Depending on the descriptor type you can find at the top either Categorical states (see
large picture above), Statistical measures or Descriptive text (see pictures below). To
enter a statistical measure value click in the "Value" field and enter the value, the check
mark in filed "x" will be set automatically. If recommended modifier values are defined (see 
"Editing the Descriptor" and "Editing the Project"), a value may be selected from the drop
down list "Modifier".
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To select a categorical categorical state set a check mark in field "x" with a mouse click. If
recommended modifier or frequency values are defined (see "Editing the Descriptor" and
"Editing the Project"), values may be selected from the drop down lists "Modifier" rsp.
"Frequency". In this case multiple specifications of a categorical state are possible. A tool tip
offers to add a row by doouble-click, if mouse cursor is moved over the ID field (left picture
below, picture in the midddle after double click). Multiple specifications of one categorical
state are only allowed if they have been assigned different modifier and frequency values.
Inputs offending these restrictions will be ignored an a cell error will indicate the problem (left
picture below). 
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If resources are linked to a categorical state a tool tip appears when the mouse cursor is
moved over the ID (left picture below). By double-clicking the ID a "Media view" window can
be opened to view the resources (right picture below).
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If more than one resources have been assigned to one entry, a slider will be visible at the
bottom of the "Media view" window. To switch through the available resources the slider can
be moved using the mouse or the [right] and [left] keys (see below).

 

Continuous view tab
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The continuous view tab provides an alternate view on the descriptive data. In the "Summary
data" only the descriptors are included where data have been entered. At the right side there
is a tool strip. The displayed buttons will change depending on the selected entry. The
descriptor types categorical, quantitive and text are indicated by different colours as
shown in the example at the bottom. By pressing the button on the tool strip this example
may be hidden. Descriptors that are marked as mandatory are displayed with light red text,
descriptors that are inapplicable are greyed out. Additionally coloured background indicated
possible problems, e.g. if an inapplicability rule has been ignored or a not allowed
descriptor has been used. A tool tip text shows the error or warning reason when the mouse
curser is moved over the element. 

By pressing the button the tree view may be expanded to display the contained categorical
states, quantitative measures or texts. By pressing the button the tree will be collapsed to
descriptor level.

To insert a descriptor press , to delete a descriptor select the entry and press . If only a
single value shall be removed, select the entry and use the button. All these functions can
alternatively be accessed by the context menu by a right click on the entry.

A click on opens an edit window at the right part of the tab. This window provides the
same functions as available in the descriptor view tab. The picture below shows the resource
linked to a categorical state that can be opened by doule-clicking the state ID. 

 

Resource links tab
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The resouce links tab allows assigment and inspection of resource links for the description. In
the lower part of the tab there are two tables. Ar the left the "Resource" table specifies the
single resources, at the right the "Resource variant" table contains the associated URLs to
images, video or sound resources. 

To enter a new resource selecte the empty line at the end of the "Resource" table and click
on the "Resource name" field. After entering the "Resource name" (leave the cell by pressing 
[TAB]) automatically a new value for "ID" is initialized. The "ID" determines the display order in
tables and may be changed manually. To enter a resource link, first select the resource in the
""Resource" table, then select the empty line at the end of the "Resource variant table". By
clicking on the "URL" field a web address may be entered. By double-clicking the "URL" field a
browser window opens to navigate to the resource.

For each resource several URLs to resource variants with different quality levels, e.g. different
resolution, may be inserted. Each entry in the URL table must have a different value of
"Variant" must be selected.

Alternatively to a resource URL a colour may be spcified in the format "color://#rrggbb" where
"rrggbb" specifies a hexadecimal colour code. The colour can simply be seleced by clicking the
button in the "..." column.

The upper part of the resource links tab consists of a preview window on the left side and the
complete list of resource links. By selecting one of the links the preview is shown on the
preview window.

At the bottom of the resource links tab the media data of a selected URL are displayed. These
data can be edited by double-clicking the "Type" entry in the "Resource links" table or by
clicking at one of the media data value fields. The edit dialog provides the possibility to
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access the URL to get available data. Additionally the values may be edited manually.   
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Editing the descriptor
After starting a database query and selecting an entry in the result list the dataset is diplayed
in the edit window. In the header area the dataset name is shown (see picture below). Below
the header area the descriptor name may be edited in a text box and the ID can be set, which
determines the display order in descriptor lists. Changes of the descriptor name will be visible
in the header after saving the dataset.

 

Main attributes tab

The main attributes tab provides access to a license URI, a short rights text, an abbreviation,
a detailled descriptor text, notes and wording information for natural laguage descriptions
(currently not used). By pressing the button a browser window can be opened to navigate
to the license text in the web.

In the bottom area the Descriptor type, Descriptor settings and Measurement data (only
for quantitative descriptors) can be adjusted. The descriptor type can only be modified, if the
descriptor is not referenced by any description. If the descriptor type "Categorical" is
changed, already entered states will be deleted. The check box Exclusive (only for
categorical descriptors) indicates that only one state shall be specified in a description. Check
box Mandatory indicates that for this descriptor always data shall be specified.

 

Categorical states tab
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The categorical states tab is only enabled, if the descriptor type has been set to
"Categorical". The upper part of the state tab shows the table of categorical states. To enter
a new state select the empty line at the end of the table and click on the "Categorical state"
field. After entering the "Categorical state" name (leave the cell by pressing [TAB])
automatically a new value for "ID" is initialized. The "ID" determines the display order in tables
and may be changed manually. With the arrow buttons on the right side the "ID" of the
selected entry may be changed. The entry moves up or down within the table, if the "ID"
column has been selected for ordering (by clicking on the column title). With button the IDs
are renumbered starting with "1" for the first entry in the table. 

The lower part of the state tab allows management of resources linked to a categorical state
marked in the upper table. For a description take a look at the "Resource links tab" section.

 

Descriptor tree tab
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The descriptor tree tab provides the possibility for a structured assignment of the descriptors
to the projects. The "Descriptor tree" consists of three node types, which show the
administered projects, descriptor trees, descriptor tree nodes and descriptors. The tree
parts' colours are shown in the example at the bottom. By pressing the button on the tool
stipe at the right side the example may be hidden. The buttons displayed on the too strip will
change depending on the selected entry.

Descriptor trees are the root of a tree and may only be appended at a project. To insert a
new descriptor tree select a project and press , to delete it select the descriptor tree and
press . Descriptor tree nodes may be appended at a descriptor tree or another descriptor
tree node. To insert a new descriptor tree node, select the parent and press , to remove it
select the descriptor tree node and press . Descriptors may be appended to a descriptor
tree or a descriptor tree node. To append a descriptor select the parent and press , to
remove it select the descriptor and press . All these functions can alternatively be
accessed by the context menu by a right click on the entry.

When a new descriptor tree or descriptor tree node is inserted it gets numeric name, which
may be changed by clicking on the node or selecting from the context menu. Take care
that the names of the discriptor trees must be unambiguous within the whole database! The
names of the descriptor tree nodes must only be unambiguous within one parent. 

The descriptor trees support three functions:

1. Structured arragement of the descriptors, e.g. for hierarchical selection lists
2. Assignment of descriptors to a certain project
3. Selection of recommended Frequency/Modifier values and Statistical measures for

a certain descriptor
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If no descriptor tree is installed for a certain project, all descriptors, modifier/frequency values
and statistical measures will be usable in the project's descriptions. If a project contains
several descriptor trees, the available descriptors are the superset of the descriptors assigned
to all contained trees. 

By pressing the button you can expand the tree view to display all elements, by pressing
the tree will be collapsed to descriptor tree level. With the arrow buttons (  ) you can

move descriptors or descriptor tree nodes up or down.

A click on at the tool bar opens an edit window at the right part of the tab where you can
select recommended modifier/frequency values and statistical measures. The recommended
values can be administered for a selected descriptor or for a selected descriptor tree node. In
the latter case selected values are inherited by all subordinate nodes, which will be indicated
by the background colour if a subordinate node is selected in the descriptor tree. 

The picture below shows an example for a descriptor where the recommended statistical
measures Minimum value, Maximum value and Mean are inherited by the superior node.  
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For the contained descriptor only additional values may be selected, but the inherited values
cannot be de-selected.

 

Modifier/Frequency tab
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The Modifier/Frequency tab allows definition of modifier and frequency values. The "ID" column
determines the display sequence in selection lists. With the arrow buttons the "ID" of the
selected entries can be modified to the entries up or down within the table. Therefore once
the title of the "ID" column title should be clicked to set sorting by ID. With button the IDs
are renumbered starting with "1" for the first entry in the table. After pressing button 
column "Use" shows the number of references in the database.

To enter a new modifier or frequency value, select the empty line on the end of the table and
click on the "Modifier" rsp. "Frequency" field to enter the new values. After entering the new
entry name automatically a new value for "ID" is initialized. To delete an entry, select the
entry and press the [Delete] key. 

 

Resource links tab
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The resouce links tab allows assigment and inspection of resource links for the descriptor. In
the lower part of the tab there are two tables. Ar the left the "Resource" table specifies the
single resources, at the right the "Resource variant" table contains the associated URLs to
images, video or sound resources. 

To enter a new resource selecte the empty line at the end of the "Resource" table and click
on the "Resource name" field. After entering the "Resource name" (leave the cell by pressing 
[TAB]) automatically a new value for "ID" is initialized. The "ID" determines the display order in
tables and may be changed manually. To enter a resource link, first select the resource in the
""Resource" table, then select the empty line at the end of the "Resource variant table". By
clicking on the "URL" field a web address may be entered. By double-clicking the "URL" field a
browser window opens to navigate to the resource.

For each resource several URLs to resource variants with different quality levels, e.g. different
resolution, may be inserted. Each entry in the URL table must have a different value of
"Variant" must be selected.

Alternatively to a resource URL a colour may be spcified in the format "color://#rrggbb" where
"rrggbb" specifies a hexadecimal colour code. The colour can simply be seleced by clicking the
button in the "..." column.

The upper part of the resource links tab consists of a preview window on the left side and the
complete list of resource links. By selecting one of the links the preview is shown on the
preview window.

At the bottom of the resource links tab the media data of a selected URL are displayed. These
data can be edited by double-clicking the "Type" entry in the "Resource links" table or by
clicking at one of the media data value fields. The edit dialog provides the possibility to
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access the URL to get available data. Additionally the values may be edited manually.   
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Editing the project
After starting a database query and selecting an entry in the result list the dataset is diplayed
in the edit window. In the header area the dataset name and the project language are shown
(see picture below). Below the header area the project name may be edited in a text box.
Changes of the project name or the project language will be visible in the header after saving
the dataset.

 

Main attributes tab

The main attributes tab provides access to a license URI, a short rights text and a detailled
project text. The project language can be selected from a list. By pressing the button a
browser window can be opened to navigate to the license text in the web.

In the bottom area the Parent project and Project scopes can be adjusted. If the project
has no parent, select "Root". In the "Project scopes" section the values for scope types "Sex",
"Stage" and "Other scope" are defined. To insert a new value, select the scope type and
press button . A new value with a numeric key is appended, that can be renamed by
pressing the button or by clicking at the name. To remove the value, press the button.
To make a value available for the project, the check box must be checked. If the selected
project has a parent and a value has already been checked in the parent project, this is
indicated by the background colour.
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Descriptor dependencies tab

The descriptor dependencies tab server the administration of dependencies between
categorical states and dependent descriptors. First a descriptor has to be selected either by
its name or its ID in the first line of the descriptor dependencies tab. The table "Controling
states" in the upper left part of the tab shows the categorical states if a categorical
descriptor has been selected. For each one of the categorical states a "Dependent descriptor"
can be inserted by pressing the button. In coloumn "Rule" the symbol indicates that the
dependent descriptor is inapplicable if the controlling state is present in a description. The
symbol indicates that the controlling state must be present in a description if the controlled
descriptor shall be applicable. The rule can be toggled by clicking the symbol in the table or by
pressing the corresponding button at the right.

At the lower part of the tab you find the "States controlling this descriptor". Values may be
added by pressing the button and selecting a categorical descriptor and state. The symbol

in column "Rule" indicates that the actual descripor selected in the first line is inapplicable,
if the specified state is selected in a description. If "Rule" is , the specified state is a
precondition for the actual descriptor. Clicking on the symbol or the appropriate button on the
right toggles the rule. 

 

Descriptor tree tab
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The descriptor tree tab provides the possibility for a structured assignment of the descriptors
to the projects. The "Descriptor tree" consists of three node types, which show the
administered projects, descriptor trees, descriptor tree nodes and descriptors. The tree
parts' colours are shown in the example at the bottom. By pressing the button on the tool
stipe at the right side the example may be hidden. The buttons displayed on the too strip will
change depending on the selected entry.

Descriptor trees are the root of a tree and may only be appended at a project. To insert a
new descriptor tree select a project and press , to delete it select the descriptor tree and
press . Descriptor tree nodes may be appended at a descriptor tree or another descriptor
tree node. To insert a new descriptor tree node, select the parent and press , to remove it
select the descriptor tree node and press . Descriptors may be appended to a descriptor
tree or a descriptor tree node. To append a descriptor select the parent and press , to
remove it select the descriptor and press . All these functions can alternatively be
accessed by the context menu by a right click on the entry.

When a new descriptor tree or descriptor tree node is inserted it gets numeric name, which
may be changed by clicking on the node or selecting from the context menu. Take care
that the names of the discriptor trees must be unambiguous within the whole database! The
names of the descriptor tree nodes must only be unambiguous within one parent. 

The descriptor trees support three functions:

1. Structured arragement of the descriptors, e.g. for hierarchical selection lists
2. Assignment of descriptors to a certain project
3. Selection of recommended Frequency/Modifier values and Statistical measures for

a certain descriptor
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If no descriptor tree is installed for a certain project, all descriptors, modifier/frequency values
and statistical measures will be usable in the project's descriptions. If a project contains
several descriptor trees, the available descriptors are the superset of the descriptors assigned
to all contained trees. 

By pressing the button you can expand the tree view to display all elements, by pressing
the tree will be collapsed to descriptor tree level. With the arrow buttons (  ) you can

move descriptors or descriptor tree nodes up or down.

A click on opens an edit window at the right part of the tab where you can select
recommended modifier/frequency values and statistical measures. The recommended values
can be administered for a selected descriptor or for a selected descriptor tree node. In the
latter case selected values are inherited by all subordinate nodes, which will be indicated by
the background colour if a subordinate node is selected in the descriptor tree. 

The picture below shows an example for a descriptor where the recommended statistical
measures Minimum value, Maximum value and Mean are inherited by the superior node.  
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For the contained descriptor only additional values may be selected, but the inherited values
cannot be de-selected.

 

Modifier/Frequency tab
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The Modifier/Frequency tab allows definition of modifier and frequency values. The "ID" column
determines the display sequence in selection lists. With the arrow buttons the "ID" of the
selected entries can be modified to the entries up or down within the table. Therefore once
the title of the "ID" column title should be clicked to set sorting by ID. With button the IDs
are renumbered starting with "1" for the first entry in the table. After pressing button 
column "Use" shows the number of references in the database.

To enter a new modifier or frequency value, select the empty line on the end of the table and
click on the "Modifier" rsp. "Frequency" field to enter the new values. After entering the new
entry name automatically a new value for "ID" is initialized. To delete an entry, select the
entry and press the [Delete] key. 
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Import
There are several import mechanisms: 

Import SDD: Import descriptive data from an XML file according to the SDD schema 1.1 rev 5
.

Import DELTA: Import descriptive data from an DELTA text file.

 

 

Export
There are several export mechanisms: 

Export CSV: Export data in a tab separated format for external analysis.

Export SDD: Export data as XML according to the SDD schema 1.1 rev 5. 

Export DELTA: Export data as XML according to format of DELTA. 
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Import SDD file
Remarks: 

 Currently SDD import only supports import of a single SDD file, i.e. the data may not be
distributed over several XML files. 

 To avoid conflicts with existing data it is recommended to import an SDD file into an
empty database. 

 The [Advanced settings] tab is currently not used. 

With this import routine, you can import data from an XML file according schema SDD 1.1 rev
5 into the database. Choose Data -> Import -> Import SDD... from the menu to open the
window for the import. In the window click on the button to select the file with the data
you want to import. If during analysis or import any problem occur, you may click on the 
button to reload the file and re-initialize the window. 

 

The contents of the file will be shown in the upper part of the [File tree] tab page. In the
"Analysis settings" part you find the documents' default language. If additional laguages are
contained in the document, you may select one of the as the new default languabe of the
database. By checking "Import translations" you select all additional document languages
for the import. In the bottom part of the window you find the import database and the actual
processing state.

In the file tree you may deselect entries that shall not be imported into the database. Use
that option very carefully, because if you deselect entries that are being referenced by other
parts of the input tree, e.g. descriptors referenced by descriptions, the analysis or import step
might become erronous! 
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Analysis

To analyse the data in the file click on the [Analyse data] button. During the analysis the
program checks the dependencies between the different parts of the data and builds up an
analysis tree in the lower part of the window. The analysis tree contains all data in a suitable
format for the final import step. 

 

After analysis a message window inform you if any warnings or errors occured. You can find
detailled error and warning information at the file and/or analysis trees by entries with red text
(error) or yellow background (warning). When you move the mouse curser over the marked
entries, you get additional information as bubble help or the tree node text itself tells the
problem (see examples below).  
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If an analysis error occured, you are not able to proceed. You will first have to correct the
problem, e.g. by excluding the erronous decriptor in the example above (after reloading the
file). If a warning occured, it might not cause problems during import, but you should a closer
look if the imported data will be correct.

Before starting the import, you should take a look at the import options:

 Import to project specifies the target project name in the database. By default
"DiversityWorkbench is filled in the form.

 Create project if missing means that the specified porject will be created in the
database during import. If you uncheck this option, import fails if the project is not in
the database.

 Accept comma as decimal separator shall help to overcome problems with
localization of some programs that create SDD files. If this option is checked, a floating
pooint value like "1,0" (e.g. used in german localizations) instead of "1.0" will be
accepted as "1".

 Import trees for natural language descriptions - currently natural language
descriptions are ignored.

 Import trees without "role" - usually those trees only contain descriptor dependency
information.

 

Import

To start the import click on the [Start import] button. Now the data from the analysis tree
are written into a local database cache and finally stored into the database. 

 

After import a message window inform you if any warnings or errors occured. You can find
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detailled error and warning information at the file and/or analysis trees by entries with red text
(error) or yellow background (warning). When you move the mouse curser over the marked
entries, you get additional information as bubble help or the tree node text itself tells the
problem.  
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Import DELTA file
Remarks: 

 To avoid conflicts with existing data it is recommended to import a DELTA file into an
empty database. 

 The [Advanced settings] tab is currently not used. 

With this import routine, you can import data from a file in DELTA format into the database.
Choose Data -> Import -> Import DELTA... from the menu to open the window for the
import. In the window click on the button to select the file with the data you want to
import. If the [Multi-file] option is selected before pressing the button, a folder selection
window opens to select the folder where the DELTA files are located. For muti-file processing
currently the files "chars", "items", "specs" and "extras" are evaluated. If during analysis or
import any problem occur, you may click on the button to reload the file and re-initialize the
window. 

 

The contents of the file will be shown in the upper part of the [File tree] tab page. In the
"Analysis settings" part you set the documents' default language.

In the file tree you may deselect entries that shall not be imported into the database. Use
that option very carefully, because if you deselect entries that are being referenced by other
parts of the input tree, e.g. descriptors referenced by descriptions, the analysis or import step
might become erronous! 

If during reading of the files expressions cannot be interpreted, suspicious entries are maked
with yellow background (warning) in the file tree. When you move the mouse curser over the
marked entries, you get additional information as bubble help or the tree node text itself tells
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the problem (see example below).  

 

 

Analysis

To analyse the data in the file click on the [Analyse data] button. During the analysis the
program checks the dependencies between the different parts of the data and builds up an
analysis tree in the lower part of the window. The analysis tree contains all data in a suitable
format for the final import step. 

 

After analysis a message window inform you if any warnings or errors occured. You can find
detailled error and warning information at the file and/or analysis trees by entries with red text
(error) or yellow background (warning). When you move the mouse curser over the marked
entries, you get additional information as bubble help or the tree node text itself tells the
problem (see example below).  
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If an analysis error occured, you are not able to proceed. You will first have to correct the
problem, e.g. by excluding the erronous decriptor in the example above (after reloading the
file). If a warning occured, it might not cause problems during import, but you should a closer
look if the imported data will be correct.

Before starting the import, you should take a look at the import options:

 Import to project specifies the target project name in the database. By default
"DiversityWorkbench is filled in the form.

 Create project if missing means that the specified porject will be created in the
database during import. If you uncheck this option, import fails if the project is not in
the database.

 Accept comma as decimal separator shall help to overcome problems with
localization of some programs that create DELTA files. If this option is checked, a
floating pooint value like "1,0" (e.g. used in german localizations) instead of "1.0" will be
accepted as "1".

 

Import

To start the import click on the [Start import] button. Now the data from the analysis tree
are written into a local database cache and finally stored into the database. 
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After import a message window inform you if any warnings or errors occured. You can find
detailled error and warning information at the file and/or analysis trees by entries with red text
(error) or yellow background (warning). When you move the mouse curser over the marked
entries, you get additional information as bubble help or the tree node text itself tells the
problem.  
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Export CSV
In the current version only the main data from DiversityCollection will be exported to ABCD. 

To export the tables of the database in the a tabulator, comma or semicolon separated
format, choose Data -> Export -> Export CSV... from the menu. A window as shown below
will open where you can select the tables to be exported in sections [Selection criteria] and
in the [Tables for export}. 

To start the export click on the Start export button. By default the data will be exported
into a directory ...\Export\<database_name> below your application directory. Click on the 
button to select a different target directory before starting export. 
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After export the tables are marked with green backgound, if table schema and data were
exported successfully. If only the data were exported, this is marked with yellow background,
if nothing was exported, the background is red. A detailled export report can be viewd by a
click on the export result file name.  
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Export SDD
In the current version SDD export is not yet implemented. 
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Export DELTA
In the current version DELTA export is not yet implemented. 
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Database
The database for DiversityDescriptions is based on Microsoft SQL-Server 2008.

Organisation of the data

The database consits of three major parts:

1. The "Descriptive terminology" with the main tables "Descriptor" and "CategoricalState"
provides the means to express the description details. The two fixed enumeration tables
"DataStatus_Enum" and "StatisticalMeasure_Enum" provide values defined in the SDD standard
1.1 rev 5.

2. The "Descriptions" part with the main table "Description" reflects the items themselves.
Each description must be assigned to a project (see part 3) and references entries from the
descriptive terminology. These references are reflected by the tables
"CategoricalSummaryData", "QuantitativeSummaryData" and "TextDescriptorData", where
additional item specific data are stored.

3. The "Projects" part with the main tables "Project", "DescriptorTree" and
"DescriptorTreeNode" build the anchor for the descriptions, which must be assigned to a
project. Further functions are a hierarchical organization of the descriptors and restriction of
the descriptive terminology to certain projects. Additionally it is possible, to define
recommended values of statistical measure, modifier and frequency associated to certain
branches of a descriptor tree or single descriptors. If for a certain project no descriptor tree is
created, there is no restriction, i. e. all descriptors are allowed.

The image below shows the main tables of the database.
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In the graphic the tables of the database are marked according to their logical groups.
Additionally the database group "Resources" provides the option to assign links to resource
files (pictures, audio, video) to certain descriptors, categorical states or descriptions. The 
"Auxilliary" group with the main table "BaseEntity" provides unique keys for the most of the
other tables for building of relations. Furthermore it allowed a centralized realization of some
features, e.g. support of translations.

Further details: tables, access.
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Connections to the databases and services
The program will automatically try to connect to all the modules within the Diversity
Workbench. To edit these connections choose Connection -> Module connections ... from
the menu. A form as shown below will open, where you can edit these connections. 

To edit a connection, select it in the tree and click on the button . To requery the
connections use the button. If you want to add a connection on a different Server, click on
the  button and connect to the database you want to add to the list. Added databases will
be displayed in green . To remove a connection from the list, select this connection and click
on the button. Webservices like Index Fungorum will be displayed in blue. 
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Database - access
The database engine for DiversityDescriptions is Microsoft SQL-Server 2008.

If you are connected to a database this is indicated by the icon of the connection button 
in left upper corner. If you are not connected this will be indicated by the icon . To access
any database, you must specify the server where the database is located. For the
configuration of this connection choose Connection, Database... from the menu or click on
the button. 

If you want to use a database on a local or remote SQL-server, start the program 
DiversityDescriptions.exe and in the main window click on the button or choose Connection
-> Database ... from the menu. A window as shown below will open. Here set the connection
parameters as described below. 

Database name, IP-address and Port

A dialog will open, to specify the name or IP-address and port number of the server and to
select the authentication mode. The SQL-Server may be addressed by its IP-address, e.g.
127.0.0.1 or by its name, e.g. localhost. You can either choose Windows authentication (see
left image below) or SQL-Server authentication (see below - central middle image).
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The standard port number for SQL-Server is 1433 and will be set as a default. If the database
server is configured using a port different from that port, you must give the port number in

the field Port. Click on the button to connect to the server. If the
connection informations are valid, you can choose a database from the server from the
combobox at the base of the window (see right image above). To restart the connecting

process click on the button. 

Module connections

The program will automatically try to get connect to Diversity Workbench databases and
webservices. For further details see the Connections section. To edit these 
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Backup

Database copy

If you need to backup your database, you have to use the functionality provided by
SQL-Server. To do this, you need administration rights in the database you want to create a
backup. Open the Management Studio for SQL-Server, choose the database and detach it
from the server as shown in the image below.

After detaching the database, you can store a copy of the ..._Data.MDF File to keep it as a
backup.

After storing the backup you have to attach the database.

A dialog will appear where you have to select the original database file in your directory.

Note: A database copy can only be attached to an SQL server with the same or a higher
version. For example if a database that was attached to an SQL-Server 2008 R2 (internal
version 10.50) is copied, it is not possible to attach the copy to an SQL-Server 2008 (internal
version 10.00).

 

Database backup

If you are logged in to a database with administrator rights, you can start a backup within
DiversityDescriptions with menu item Data-> Backup database. In this case the name of the
backup is automaticallly generated from the SQL-server version, the database name and
data/time of backup. In case of backup success the resulting file path at the SQL server disk
will be displayed as in the example below. 
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To restore the backup to a new database, right-click at "Database" in the Managment Studion
for SQ-Server and select "Restore database...". 

In the following panel specify the database name, select "Restore from medium" to specify
your backup file and select the backup source (see below). You can overwrite an existing
databse by selecting it in that panel instead of specifying a new database name. 

Note: The same limitations concerning the SQL-Server versions as mentioned in section
"Database copy" are valid for backup handling, too. A backup can only be restored at the
same or a higher version of SQL-Server.
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Index
 BaseEntity
 CategoricalState
 CategoricalSummaryData
 DataStatus_Enum
 Description
 DescriptionScope
 Descriptor
 DescriptorInapplicability
 DescriptorStatusData
 DescriptorTree
 DescriptorTreeNode
 DescriptorTreeNodeRecFrequency
 DescriptorTreeNodeRecModifier
 DescriptorTreeNodeRecStatMeasure
 Frequency
 Modifier
 OtherScope
 Project
 Project_AvailableScope
 QuantitativeSummaryData
 Resource
 ResourceVariant
 ResourceVariant_Enum
 StatisticalMeasure_Enum
 TextDescriptorData
 Translation

Table BaseEntity
The BaseEntity is used within the database to provide unique keys

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal object ID, unique across all tables
in database (primary key) 

derived_cleanup_flag tinyint 
Set to 1 if object is still existing; used for garbage
collection of otherwise deleted object ids
Default value: '0' 

specific_rights_text varchar (255) 
To be used where the licence for an object differs
from the default project licence
Default value: NULL 

specific_licence_uri varchar (255) URI of licence, where different from project licence
Default value: NULL 

Table CategoricalState
The categorical states available for categorical descriptors

Column Data type Description 
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id int Database-internal ID of this record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

descriptor_id int Reference to the descriptor to which the state belongs
(foreign key) 

label varchar (255) Short label (or name) of descriptor state 

abbreviation varchar (255) Abbreviated label of descriptor state
Default value: NULL 

detail nvarchar (MAX) Additional detail text explaining or commenting on the
descriptor state definition 

wording varchar (255) 
Optional separate wording for natural language generation
(label will be used if this is missing)
Default value: NULL 

display_order int 
A positive number defining the sequence in which descriptor
states are displayed
Default value: '0' 

Table CategoricalSummaryData
The categorical data of a description

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

description_id int 
Reference to the description
to which these data belong
(foreign key) 

state_id int 
Reference to the state (the
descriptor is implicit in
state_id) (foreign key) 

notes nvarchar (MAX) 
Free-form text detailing
special cases or additional
data beyond the values 

modifier_id int 

Optional reference to a
modifier definition (e.g.
"strongly", "at the base", "in
autumn") (foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

frequency_id int 

Optional reference to a
frequency modifier definition
(e.g. "rarely", "usually",
"mostly") (foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

Table DataStatus_Enum
Values of data status used for descriptions according to SDD 1.1 rev 5

Column Data type Description 
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id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

label varchar (255) Short label (or name) of data
status 

code varchar (255) Code of data status 
abbreviation char (1) Single (intuitive) character 

detail nvarchar (MAX) 
Additional detail text
explaining or commenting on
the data status definition 

Table Description
The description in the database

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

label varchar (255) 
Short label (or name) of
description
Default value: NULL 

detail nvarchar (MAX) 
Additional detail text
explaining or commenting on
the description definition 

project_id int 
Each description belongs to
exactly one project (required,
foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

Table DescriptionScope
The scope of the description

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

description_id int 
Reference to the description
to which these data belong
(foreign key) 

label varchar (255) Short label (or name) of scope
Default value: NULL 

dwbURI varchar (255) 
Reference to
DiversityWorkbench
component
Default value: NULL 

type varchar (255) Scope type
("GeographicArea", "Citation",
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"Observation", "Specimen",
"TaxonName", "OtherConcept",
"Stage" or "Sex")
Default value: NULL 

taxon_id int 

Reference to one of
potentially several taxa
described by the description
(not used, foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

specimen_id int 

Reference to one of
potentially several specimens
(collected and preserved)
that are being described (not
used, foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

observation_id int 

Reference to one of
potentially several
observations (not preserved)
that are being described (not
used, foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

source_reference_id int 

Reference to one or several
literature references on which
the description is based (not
used, foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

geographicarea_id int 

Reference to one of
potentially several geographic
areas refered to in a
descriptor (not used, foreign
key)
Default value: NULL 

other_scope_id int 
Reference to further scopes,
e.g. stage, sex etc. (foreign
key)
Default value: NULL 

Table Descriptor
Descriptor (= characters, features) define variables

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

label varchar (255) Short label (or name) of
descriptor 

abbreviation varchar (255) Abbreviated label of descriptor
Default value: NULL 

detail nvarchar (MAX) 
Additional detail text
explaining or commenting on
the descriptor definition 
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display_order int 
A positive number defining the
sequence in which descriptors
are displayed
Default value: '0' 

subclass varchar (255) 

The three character
subclasses of SDD are all
combined here in one entity
and distinguished by this
attribute ("categorical",
"quantitative" or "text")
Default value: 'categorical' 

statistical_measurement_scale
 varchar (255) 

Scale of descriptor:
Categorical may be nominal
(unordered, “red/green/blue”)
or ordinal (ordered,
“bad/medium/good”);
Quantitative may be interval
(°C) or ratio (mass, length,
time, K)
Default value: 'nominal' 

usually_exclusive tinyint 

Applicable to categorical
(nominal/ordinal) descriptors
only. If usually exclusive = 1,
then by default the user
interface allows only entering
one state. Nevertheless,
multiple states in the data are
valid.
Default value: '0' 

state_collection_model varchar (255) 

Handling of multiple values:
OrSet/AndSet: unordered set
combined with or/and,
OrSeq/AndSeq: ordered
sequence combined with
or/and, WithSeq: example is
“green with brown”, Between:
an example is “oval to elliptic”
Default value: 'OrSet' 

mandatory tinyint 
Is the scoring of this
descriptor mandatory
(required) in each item?
Default value: '0' 

repeatability varchar (255) 

How reliable and consistent
are repeated measurements or
scorings of the descriptor by
different observers and on
different objects? ("ignore",
"very low", "low", "below
average", "slightly below
average", "standard", "slightly
above average", "above
average", "high" or "very
high")
Default value: 'standard' 

availability varchar (255) How available is the descriptor
or concept for identification?
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("ignore", "very low", "low",
"below average", "slightly
below average", "standard",
"slightly above average",
"above average", "high" or
"very high")
Default value: 'standard' 

measurement_unit varchar (255) 
A measurement unit (mm,
inch, kg, °C, m/s etc.) or
dimensionless scaling factor
Default value: NULL 

measurement_unit_precedes_
value tinyint 

Set to 1 if the measurement
unit precedes the value
Default value: '0' 

min_plausible_value float 

Applicable to quantitative
descriptors only; in support of
a plausibility check for values.
Example: for tree height this
could be 0, i.e. only positive
values allowed
Default value: '-1.79e+308' 

max_plausible_value float 

Applicable to quantitative
descriptors only; in support of
a plausibility check for values.
Example: for tree height this
could be 99
Default value: '1.79e+308' 

wording_before varchar (255) 
Representation for natural
language output, inserted
before the states/value
Default value: NULL 

wording_after varchar (255) 
Representation for natural
language output, inserted
after the states/value
Default value: NULL 

data_entry_note nvarchar (MAX) A note or prompt when
entering or dealing with data 

Table DescriptorInapplicability
The descriptor dependency rules

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

controlled_descriptor_id int 

Reference to the descriptor to
which the rule will apply, e.g.
which will be inapplicable if
controlling state applies to
the same description (foreign
key) 

controlling_state_id int Reference to the controlling
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categorical state; if present in
a description, controlled
descriptor is affected
according to rule 

rule varchar (255) 

The kind of rule creating a
descriptor inapplicability
("inapplicable-if",
"applicable-if",
"inapplicable-computed-from-
applicable")
Default value: 'inapplicable-if' 

Table DescriptorStatusData
The status data of a descriptor for a certain description

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

description_id int 
Reference to the description
to which these data belong
(foreign key) 

descriptor_id int 
Reference to the descriptor to
which the status value
belongs (foreign key) 

datastatus_id int 

Reference to a status
definition. Status is like a
marker why data is missing or
in need of revision (examples:
"unknown", "not applicable",
"to be checked", "data
withheld" etc.) (foreign key)
Default value: '0' 

notes nvarchar (MAX) 
Free-form text detailing
additional information (rarely
used, not multilingual) 

Table DescriptorTree
The root and definition of a descriptor tree

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

is_complete tinyint 

Set to 1 if this tree includes
the largest possible set of
descriptors for the taxon set
associated with a project (i.e.
the "master-descriptor tree",
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other trees being subsets)
Default value: '0' 

label varchar (255) Short label (or name) of
descriptor tree 

type varchar (255) "mixed", "part-of", "property"
or "generalization" 

project_id int 
Each tree belongs to exactly
one project (required, foreign
key)) 

Table DescriptorTreeNode
The descriptor tree nodes representing either nodes of the tree or
descriptors ("leafes" of the tree)

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

parent_node_id int 
Reference to a parent node,
creating a true tree; NULL for
a root node (foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

label varchar (255) 

Short label (or name) of
internal node associated with
a concept; NULL for a
descriptor node
Default value: NULL 

abbreviation varchar (255) Abbreviated label of node
Default value: NULL 

display_order int 
A positive number defining the
sequence in which child nodes
are displayed
Default value: '0' 

descriptortree_id int 
Reference to a descriptor
tree; all nodes must have a
direct link to the tree
definition (foreign key) 

descriptor_id int 

Reference to a descriptor;
NULL if the present node is an
inner concept node defining a
hierarchy of nodes or
descriptors (foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

Table DescriptorTreeNodeRecFrequency
Selection of recommended frequency values for descriptor tree parts or
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single descriptors

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

node_id int Reference to the descriptor
tree node (foreign key) 

frequency_id int 
Reference to the
recommended frequency
modifier (foreign key) 

Table DescriptorTreeNodeRecModifier
Selection of recommended modifier values for descriptor tree parts or single
descriptors

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

node_id int Reference to the descriptor
tree node (foreign key) 

modifier_id int 
Reference to the
recommended modifier (foreign
key) 

Table DescriptorTreeNodeRecStatMeasure
Selection of recommended statistical measures for descriptor tree parts or
single descriptors

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

node_id int Reference to the descriptor
tree node (foreign key) 

measure_id int 
Reference to the
recommended measure
(foreign key) 

Table Frequency
Definition of frequency modifier values

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
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(primary key) 

label varchar (255) 
Short label (or name) of
frequency modifier (e.g. "very
rare", "rare", "usually" etc.) 

lower_estimate float 

Each frequency modifier
defines a frequency range,
this is the estimated lowest
frequency
Default value: '0' 

upper_estimate float 
As above, estimate of upper
range for the border; note:
ranges may overlap!
Default value: '1' 

display_order int 
A positive number defining the
sequence in which frequency
modifiers are to be displayed
Default value: '0' 

Table Modifier
Definition of modifier values

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

class varchar (255) 

Grouping of modifiers into
classes ("Certainty",
"Seasonal", "Diurnal",
"TreatAsMisinterpretation" or
"OtherModifierClass") 

label varchar (255) 
Short label (or name) of
modifier (e.g. "strong",
"probably" etc.) 

display_order int 
A positive number defining the
sequence in which modifiers
are to be displayed
Default value: '0' 

Table OtherScope
Scope values for description scope values for scope types "Other scope",
"Stage" and "Sex"

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

label varchar (255) Short label (or name) of scope
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(e.g. "male", "female", "adult",
"juvenile" etc.)
Default value: NULL 

detail nvarchar (MAX) 
Additional detail text
explaining or commenting on
the scope and delimitation of
the present description 

type varchar (255) Describes the scope type
("sex", "stage" or "other") 

Table Project
Projects define separated workareas in a single database

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

parent_project_id int 

Reference to a parent project,
creating a subproject; NULL
for a root project (foreign
key)
Default value: NULL 

label varchar (255) 

Short label (or name) of
project (or subproject); each
project defines a separate
work environment within a
shared database by means of
defining sets of descriptors
(through DescriptorTree) 

rights_text varchar (255) 

The default rights and licence
statement for the entire
project; BaseEntity provides
means to override this for
individual objects
Default value: NULL 

licence_uri varchar (255) 

URI of licence for the project;
BaseEntity provides means to
override this for individual
objects
Default value: NULL 

detail nvarchar (MAX) 
Additional detail text
explaining or commenting on
the project (or subproject) 

restricted_to_descriptortree_i
d int 

Reference to a descriptor tree
(not used, foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

restricted_to_taxonset_id int 
Reference to a taxon set (not
used, foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

primary_language_code varchar (3) Language of primary text
version (fields directly in
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tables, may be translated in
table Translation); Examples:
"de", "en" etc. (ISO 639
language code) 

Table Project_AvailableScope
Scope values available for a certain project

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

project_id int 
Reference to the project for
which a shall be available
(foreign key) 

scope_id int 
Reference to a scope
definition in OtherScope
(foreign key) 

Table QuantitativeSummaryData
The quantitative data of a description

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

measure_id int 

Reference to the statistical
measure (minimum, mean,
maximum, ranges, sample size,
variance etc.) recorded in
value (foreign key) 

description_id int 
Reference to the description
to which these data belong
(foreign key) 

descriptor_id int 
Reference to the descriptor
which the values record
(foreign key) 

value float The value of the statistical
measure 

notes nvarchar (MAX) 
Free-form text detailing
special cases or additional
data beyond the values 

modifier_id int 

Optional reference to a
modifier definition (e.g.
"strongly", "at the base", "in
autumn") (foreign key)
Default value: NULL 
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Table Resource
Hyperlinks to separate rich text/media objects

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

terminology_role varchar (255) 

Role in relation to descriptors
or states ("iconic" =
icon/thumbnail, needs text;
"primary"=display always,
informative without text;
"diagnostic"=optimized for
identification;
"secondary"=display only on
request)
Default value: 'secondary' 

ranking_for_terminology tinyint 
Ranking of the resource with
respect to terminology;
range: 0 to 10
Default value: NULL 

descriptor_id int 

Optional reference to a
descriptor (at least 1 of
description_id, descriptor_id,
state_id or taxon_id must be
present) (foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

state_id int 

Optional reference to a
categorical state (at least 1
of description_id,
descriptor_id, state_id or
taxon_id must be present)
(foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

taxon_role varchar (255) 

Role in relation to taxa or
descriptions ("iconic" =
icon/thumbnail, needs text;
"primary"=display always,
informative without text;
"diagnostic"=optimized for
identification;
"secondary"=display only on
request)
Default value: 'secondary' 

ranking_for_taxon_use tinyint 
Ranking of the resource with
respect to taxa or
descriptions; range: 0 to 10
Default value: NULL 

taxon_id int 

Optional reference to a taxon
(at least 1 of description_id,
descriptor_id, state_id or
taxon_id must be present)
(foreign key)
Default value: NULL 
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description_id int 

Optional reference to a
description (at least 1 of
description_id, descriptor_id,
state_id or taxon_id must be
present) (foreign key)
Default value: NULL 

scope_id int 
Reference to the scope of the
resource (e.g. "sex", "stage",
"season" etc.)
Default value: NULL 

display_embedded tinyint 
false/0: display as link,
true/1: display as embedded
media object
Default value: '0' 

label nvarchar (MAX) 
Short label of (or caption for)
the resource, e.g. a text
displayed below an image or
instead of the link 

language_code varchar (3) 

Language of the resource
itself, use zxx for language
neutral/no linguistic content
(ISO 639-1)
Default value: NULL 

display_order int 
A positive number defining the
sequence in which multiple
resources are displayed
Default value: '0' 

Table ResourceVariant
Different resource variants/instances/service access points

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

resource_id int 
Reference to the resource to
which these variants provide
access points (foreign key) 

variant_id int 

Reference to the definition of
a variant class e.g. "tiny
sample", "small sample", "lower
quality", "medium quality",
"good quality" or "best quality"
(foreign key) 

url varchar (255) URL of the resource variant 

pixel_width int 
Where applicable (still- or
moving image): the width in
pixel
Default value: NULL 

pixel_height int Where applicable (still- or
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moving image): the height in
pixel
Default value: NULL 

duration int 
Where applicable (sound or
moving image): the duration in
seconds
Default value: NULL 

size int 
The size of the resource in
bytes
Default value: NULL 

mime_type varchar (255) 
Type of the resource as MIME
type like image/jpeg; color as
color/hexrgb
Default value: NULL 

Table ResourceVariant_Enum
Classes for resource variants, values are predefined in the database

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 

label varchar (255) 

Short label (or name) of
resource variant class ("tiny
sample", "small sample", "lower
quality", "medium quality",
"good quality" or "best
quality") 

code varchar (255) Brief code equivalent to the
(longer) label 

detail nvarchar (MAX) 
Additional detail text
explaining the resource
variant class 

quality_order int 

A positive number providing a
filter mechanism for "tiny
sample" to "best quality"; the
smaller the number, the less
quality a resource has
Default value: '0' 

Table StatisticalMeasure_Enum
The statistical measures predefined according SDD 1.1 rev 5

Column Data type Description 

id int 
Database-internal ID of this
record, references BaseEntity
(primary key) 
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label varchar (255) Short label (or name) of
statistical measure 

code varchar (255) Code of statistical measure
according SDD 1.1 rev 5 

abbreviation varchar (255) Abbreviation of statistical
measure 

display_order int 
A positive number defining the
sequence in which statistical
measures are displayed
Default value: '0' 

Table TextDescriptorData
The text data of a description

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

description_id int 
Reference to description to
which these data belong
(foreign key) 

descriptor_id int 
Reference to a text descriptor
to which the free-form text
belongs (foreign key) 

content nvarchar (MAX) Free-form text referring to
information on one descriptor 

notes nvarchar (MAX) 
Free-form text detailing
special cases or additional
data beyond the values 

Table Translation
The translations of entries related to BaseEntity

Column Data type Description 

id int Database-internal ID of this
record (primary key) 

object_id int 
Reference to the object to
which the translation belongs,
references BaseEntity (foreign
key) 

language_code varchar (3) 
Language of representation
translation (ISO 639 language
code) 

label varchar (255) Translated label 

abbreviation varchar (255) Translated abbreviation
Default value: NULL 
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detail nvarchar (MAX) Translated detail 

wording_before varchar (255) Translated wording_before
Default value: NULL 

wording_after varchar (255) Translated wording_after
Default value: NULL 
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